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It is our great pleasure to have the special issue of Journal of Information Processing (JIP) on “Applications and the Internet in Conjunction with Main Topics of SAINT 2012.” The IEEE/IPSJ International Symposium on Applications and the Internet (SAINT) was intended to provide a forum for researchers in the Internet and its applications to discuss the current status, technical challenges, standards, fundamental issues, future services, and applications. This symposium covered a broad range of networking and computing technologies and advanced applications and services. SAINT 2012 was held in Izmir, Turkey on July 16-20, 2012. From 2013, SAINT will be merged into The Annual International Computer Software & Applications Conference (COMPSAC), sponsored by IEEE Computer Society and also technically sponsored by IPSJ.

We received many submissions related to the Internet and its applications. Among 24 submissions, half of them were from authors of the papers presented at SAINT conferences and their workshops. Out of 24 submissions, 13 papers were accepted (i.e., 54% acceptance rate). In addition, we had an invited paper from Prof. Carl K. Chang of Iowa State University, USA, who has been the chair of the standing committee of COMPSAC. Consequently, we had 14 papers published in this special issue.

Finally, I greatly appreciate efforts and contributions made by all editors of this special issue.
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